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Christmas Day 1521, Andreas Carlstadt celebrated the Mass
without wearing traditional vestments. Division was beginning
over the practical issues concerning the Evangelical religion.
Later that evening some were found disrupting traditional services and churches. Then three men from Zickau arrived claiming they received special revelation from God. They were
quickly labeled “The Zickau Prophets” which greatly disturbed
Elector Frederick.
Church services were being conducted in German, Carlstadt
himself married and it was revealed that Luther approved.
Many changes were taking place which Luther advocated the
year before in his writings. However, the manner and force in
which these changes were being carried out was causing a
great deal of offense. Not only were the changes being forced
on the congregations, there were outbreaks of violence, burning pictures in sanctuaries, removing altars and other abrupt
changes just to name a few. Soon there were questions about
infant baptism and many other questions. While Luther endorsed some change, others went too far and disturbed consciences. Elector Frederick was concerned and Luther could
not remain quiet any longer.
Luther wrote to Phillip Melanchthon that those in Wittenberg
should “test the spirits” especially “The Zickau Prophets as 1 John
4:1 teaches. Luther believed those who questioned infant baptism were being deceived by the devil. The city fathers of Wittenberg asked Luther to return and being at a point in his translation of the New Testament that he needed some assistance,
he decided to return.
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But Luther was still considered an outlaw making his return
difficult for Elector Frederick. Luther knew this and tried to work
with his prince (Frederick) to help, yet Luther’s humor was still intact. Luther knew that Frederick was still attached to collecting
relics. When Luther informed Frederick he would return, he said,
“Grace and joy from God the Father on the acquisition of a
new relic!... Without cost or effort, God is now sending Your
Grace an entire cross, complete with nails, spears, and scourges…. Be glad and thankful…God willing I will soon be there.”
Yes, gentle reader, the new cross was Luther!
Luther returned to Wittenberg March 6, 1522. The following
Sunday he was back in the pulpit. Considering the events that
had taken place, Luther preached the law and said that “love”
does not force others but rather should serve them. The Wittenbergers had said Rome was forcing Christians to fast, and receive bread only in the Supper. In his sermons, Luther said “I
can drive no one to heaven with a club…and neither can you.”
Luther told them the Gospel must be preached and people
taught carefully before changes were made. Luther also condemned those who thought they were “more spiritual” then
others saying they were not being truthful. Seven more sermons
were delivered followed by a series on the Commandments.
The result of the sermons was clear, order was restored and
the Reformation would move forward as Luther gathered others
to help him in the work. Even though there was much to do
and many problems to settle, God’s grace was present and
showed that when the Word is preached in all its truth and purity it accomplishes God’s purpose (Isaiah 55:10-11). Sola Scriptura!
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